Fashion and nature
Comprehension
Watch the video here: https://youtu.be/eOwY_24Lb0A

1. Watch the video. Order the things he talks about. Write numbers 2 to
7:
___ Materials, like wood and straw.
___ How the set matches the clothes.
_ 1 _ Introduction to where they are.
___ Ecology and fashion.
___ The skills of the people who made the clothes.
___ Why the clothes are comfortable.

Vocabulary
2. Circle the word that does not belong in the group:
a. luxurious

elegant

wood

b. skirt

wood

straw

c. comfortable

dress

skirt

3. Complete the sentences with the phrases below:
first of all

in a way

I don’t even know

things like this

pieces like this

a. Everything is about ecology and ________.
b. There are no sequins in wood and ________.
c. ________ how the people have the patience to do it.
d. The skirts are very comfortable because ________ they open behind.
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e. The set, ________ , has to match the clothes.

International English
Karl Lagerfeld is a fashion designer with Chanel. He is German and lives in Paris,
France.
This is what he says about his accent: “I have a French accent, but in German I have a French
accent too. It's more my way of talking.” From Harpers Bazaar interview: http://goo.gl/oc7mIB

5. Are French-German accents new / difficult for you to understand?
If yes, listen again and try to focus on his pronunciation. Do you notice any differences
between your accent and his accent? Remember: different does not mean better or worse!

Answer key and discussion
Now watch the answer key video to learn about French-German accents:
https://youtu.be/TMnYB4cnHmg

7. Answer this question in the ‘comments’ on myenglishvoice.com:
Imagine you are a fashion designer. You are going to design clothes for a new Chanel
collection called Nature Around The World. What clothes would you make? What things

around you in nature would you use to make your clothes? You can use anything - go crazy!
Hear my answer in the answer key video!
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